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Abstract

Future hadron colliders will have a remarkable capacity to discover massive new particles, but
their capabilities for precision measurements of couplings that can reveal underlying mechanisms
have received less study. In this work we study the capability of future hadron colliders to shed
light on a precise, focused question: is the higgs mass of 125 GeV explained by the MSSM? If
supersymmetry is realized near the TeV scale, a future hadron collider could produce huge numbers
of gluinos and electroweakinos. We explore whether precision measurements of their properties could
allow inference of the scalar masses and tan� with su�cient accuracy to test whether physics beyond
the MSSM is needed to explain the higgs mass. We also discuss dark matter direct detection and
precision higgs physics as complementary probes of tan�. For concreteness, we focus on the mini-
split regime of MSSM parameter space at a 100 TeV pp collider, with scalar masses ranging from 10s
to about 1000 TeV.

1 Introduction

Even as the LHC probes the TeV energy scale, a signiÆcant e�ort is underway to plan for future hadron
colliders at higher energies [1–10]. The Large Hadron Collider has given us two major clues so far about
the nature of physics at higher energies: the discovery of the higgs boson with mass 125 GeV and the
absence of any signiÆcant evidence for new particles. These results have forced the high-energy theory
community to reevaluate the most compelling models explaining the origin of the electroweak scale, such
as weak-scale supersymmetry. Nevertheless, SUSY persists. The data seems to point to simpler models
where the weak scale is “meso-tuned” rather than more elaborate natural models which obtain the correct
higgs mass through an extended mechanism. Future colliders at higher energies hold a lot of promise to
probe these well-motivated models.

The earliest studies of supersymmetry at future colliders have focused on the mass scales that can be
probed at 33 and 100 TeV proton–proton colliders. Broadly speaking, a 100 TeV collider can discover
colored particles with masses near 10 TeV [11–18] and electroweak particles with masses near 1 TeV
[19–23]. Of course, it is not surprising that the mass reach of a collider operating at 10 times the LHC
energy can probe particles an order of magnitude heavier than those the LHC probes. Quantifying
this reach is a crucial Ærst step; here we emphasize a complementary point of view. It is important
to formulate precise physical questions that can lend insights into new mechanisms, and evaluate the
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capability of future colliders to answer them. Such studies will provide valuable input to the design of
these colliders. Therefore, even at this early design phase it is vital to look beyond the discovery reach
and study the potential of future colliders to address fundamental questions. For future hadron colliders,
a partial list of important qualitative questions that have been considered to date include whether dark
matter arises from an SU(2) multiplet [19, 21, 22], how the Higgs boson interacts with itself [10, 24–27],
whether the electroweak phase transition was Ærst order [28, 29], and how the Standard Model behaves
in the electroweak-symmetric regime [30].

Our goal in this paper is to add a new qualitative question to the list of physics goals for a future
hadron collider: does the MSSM explain the observed higgs boson mass of 125 GeV? The MSSM has the
virtue that the higgs mass is calculable: it is predicted in terms of measurable supersymmetry-breaking
e�ects. If evidence hinting at a supersymmetric spectrum emerges—for instance, if a color-octet fermion
that could be a gluino is discovered—then, in order to assess whether the MSSM is actually responsible
for the underlying physics, we must measure the properties of the newly discovered particles more
extensively. If the gluino mass is in the TeV range, a future hadron collider will be a gluino factory. For
example, at a 100 TeV collider, 3 ab�1 of data would contain about 20 million gluino pair events if the
gluino mass is 2 TeV and a hundred thousand events if the mass is 5 TeV [11]. Such large event rates will
allow the accurate measurement of gluino branching ratios, even of rare decays. The gluinos will cascade
through various electroweakinos, which are also produced directly. The goal of our work is to develop
observables that allow us to measure the properties of these fermionic particles accurately enough to test
the MSSM higgs mass prediction.
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Figure 1: Contours of the MSSM higgs boson mass, predicted in terms of a universal scalar mass m0 and the higgs
VEV ratio tan�. We have computed the mass using SusyHD [31] with the choice At = 0,m1/2 = 1 TeV. (The
answer is not very sensitive to the fermion masses.) The observed mass of 125 GeV is indicated by the solid orange
curve, bracketed by dashed orange curves indicating theoretical uncertainty. Parameter ranges giving answers
di�ering in either direction by about 10 GeV are indicated by the dot-dashed purple and blue curves. Four points
are singled out for further study in examples: two points with the correct higgs mass and two points with
the wrong higgs mass.

As is well-known, at tree level the MSSM predicts mh < mZ , but loop corrections can raise the
higgs mass [32–43]. A great deal of e�ort has gone into multi-loop computations of the higgs mass in
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the MSSM, as reviewed in [44]. We can expect that by the time a future hadron collider is operational,
the theoretical uncertainties will be further reduced. Although a high-precision check of the MSSM may
require a more detailed solution of the SUSY inverse problem, measurement of the stop masses m

˜t, the
stop mixing At, and the higgs VEV ratio tan� allows an approximate check. These determine the
dominant one-loop threshold corrections to the higgs boson quartic coupling and hence the mass of the
physical higgs. In the case At = 0, the dependence of the higgs mass on the other parameters is shown
in Figure 1. If the MSSM is correct, we expect measurements to land near the orange curves, while a
measurement elsewhere in the plane would indicate either physics beyond the MSSM or a substantial
role for the parameter At. To illustrate some possibilities, we have indicated two points marked with the
symbol , one at m

0

⇡ 30 TeV and tan� ⇡ 4 (labeled L for “low mass,” comparatively speaking!)
and one at m

0

⇡ 1000 TeV and tan� ⇡ 2 (labeled H for “high mass”). If we exchange the (m
0

, tan�)
pairings, we obtain two other points marked with , for which the MSSM predicts a higgs mass that is
wrong by more than 10 GeV. As a crude test of whether a future collider can test the MSSM, we can ask
whether it could distinguish among these four points at high signiÆcance.

Both of the points we have chosen lie in the “meso-tuned” regime; they do not fully solve the
hierarchy problem, though supersymmetry would still explain most of the hierarchy, leaving a residual
Æne-tuning unexplained. In this regime, the MSSM may be the correct theory even though the mass
scales we would like to probe are likely to be out of reach of even the next generation of high-energy
colliders. First-generation squarks with masses near 30 TeV may be probed in associated production with
a gluino [17], though stops near the same mass would be out of reach. Our challenge will be to test the
scalar mass scale indirectly, given the gluinos and electroweakinos that we expect to have access to if the
SUSY spectrum is somewhat split. Another region of MSSM parameter space has lighter stops, perhaps
even near the TeV scale, with large At. In this region, we could hope to measure the stop masses and At

directly (for instance, along the lines discussed in [45, 46]). We will not linger on the case of light stops
and large At in this paper, focusing instead on the case of a moderately split spectrum where we have
access only to fermionic superpartners. The question of measuring the consistency of the higgs mass
within the MSSM when the stops or sbottoms are accessible at the LHC has been recently considered
in [47].

The benchmark values of scalar masses at 30 TeV and 1000 TeV are well motivated from a theoretical
point of view. A 30 TeV mass scale for particles that interact with gravitational strength, like gravitinos
and moduli, allows them to decay just before BBN [48–52], ameliorating cosmological problems. In many
such models, the masses of squarks and sleptons will be at the same scale as the gravitino mass while the
gauginos are lighter by roughly a loop factor. This is true both in anomaly mediation with unsequestered
scalars [53–55] and in some incarnations of moduli mediation [56–59]. The case with scalars at 1000 TeV
is also well-motivated. If we study split SUSY scenarios where the scalar masses at the GUT scale are
universal, we will Ænd small tan� because m2

Hu
= m2

Hd
in the ultraviolet. RG running in this case pushes

tan� up to about 2, calling for 1000 TeV scalars in order to achieve mh ⇡ 125 GeV [43]. Furthermore,
the 1000 TeV scale emerges in certain large-volume sequestering scenarios [60–62] with approximate
no-scale structure [63–66]. Hence, a variety of top-down considerations point to both the benchmark
points, with scalars near 30 and 1000 TeV, and it would be of great interest to determine if either case
is realized in nature. This is a strong motivation for attempting to measure the scalar mass scale even
when the scalars themselves are beyond the direct reach of our colliders.

Having motivated the problem of measuring the scalar mass scale m
0

and tan� from observations
purely involving fermionic superpartners, we will turn our attention to the experimental observables that
are indirectly sensitive to these parameters. In §2 we will discuss observables associated with gluinos. In
particular, a one-loop gluino decay is sensitive to m

0

; decays to higgsinos are sensitive to tan�. In §3
we will discuss how to use observables associated with electroweak states to measure tan�. In this case
there are a number of probes, including electroweakino decay branching ratios, higgs boson decays, and
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Figure 2: The gluino–squark mass plane, categorized by means of experimentally probing the squark mass scale.
At low squark masses (green region), associated squark-gluino production o�ers direct access to valence squark
masses [17]. At large squark masses (blue region), a displaced gluino vertex could be measured, as the lifetime is
above 100 microns [68–70]. The intermediate region is more challenging: here the two-body gluino decay eg ! g eH ,
with branching ratio indicated on purple dashed contours, is logarithmically sensitive to the scalar mass scale [71].
For concreteness we have plotted the branching ratio for the choice of tan� that achieves a 125 GeV higgs mass
for given m0 and Æxed µ = 200 GeV, m1 = 700 GeV and m2 = 1 TeV.

dark matter direct detection. We discuss the prospects for such measurements, and outline which are
likely to be most e�ective depending on the ordering of bino, wino, and higgsino masses in the spectrum.
In §4, we present an example case study for how to measure both m

0

and tan� at a 100 TeV collider for
a spectrum with the mass ordering M

3

> M
2

> µ > M
1

. In §5 we o�er some concluding remarks.
Note: we have previously contributed an early version of this work as §3.10 of the 100 TeV BSM

study [9]. The collider case studies presented there are di�erent from those presented here; they cover
di�erent electroweakino spectra, and did not include a study of Standard Model backgrounds. Here we
present one example collider case study, di�erent from those in the earlier study, for which we can include
SM backgrounds and present a Ænal estimate of error bars for the measurement in the (m

0

, tan�) plane.

2 Observables from gluino decays

Given their large production cross sections, gluinos are promising candidates to measure the scalar mass
scale and tan�. At low scalar masses, we could attempt to measure the scalar mass directly through
pair production, but this approach would not work beyond 10 TeV in stop mass [15]. First-generation
squarks can be produced from a valence quark in the process qg ! eqeg, o�ering the prospect to reach
much higher squark masses, perhaps exploiting jet substructure techniques due to the large boost of the
gluino [67]. The Ærst study of this associated production process at 100 TeV suggests that it could probe
squark masses up to about 30 TeV [17]. Above this scale, we have no direct access to squarks of any
Øavor, and gluinos become the most sensitive indirect probe of squark properties.

Interestingly, gluinos decays can also yield information about tan�. We will assume that M
3

>
M

1

,M
2

, |µ|, so that the gluino can decay to all neutralinos and charginos. This is a typical spectrum
obtained in many models. Any of the neutralinos and charginos will cascade promptly to the LSP. In
our studies below, we will also assume that the mass scales M

1

,M
2

,M
3

, and |µ| have been accurately
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Figure 3: Tree-level and one-loop decays of the gluino.

measured, either in direct electroweakino production processes or in cascades through the gluino. Such
mass measurement problems are well-studied (see e.g. [72–75] for some entry points to the literature), so
we believe this assumption to be reasonable.

2.1 Scalar mass measurement

As mentioned above, we focus on scalar mass scales of tens of TeV, beyond the direct reach of a 100 TeV
collider. For very large scalar masses, the lifetime of the gluino becomes long enough to measure: for a
2 TeV gluino, scalar mass scales m

0

⇠ 1000 TeV result in a 100 micron lifetime [68–70]. This reach can
be extended to lower scalar masses with improved detector technology, but since the lifetime depends on
the fourth power of the scalar mass, dramatic improvement is unlikely. We see that in the region of scalar
masses 30TeV . m

0

. 1000TeV, we can rely on neither direct squark production or gluino lifetime
observations, and only have access to gluino branching fractions.

Gluino decays arise from dimension-six operators generated by integrating out squarks. The tree-
level decays of gluinos all have a similar dependence on the scalar mass scale, and hence ratios of these
decay widths are not sensitive to the overall scalar mass scale. However, the gluino decay to a gluon
and a neutral higgsino, eg ! g eH0

1,2, proceeds at one loop and picks up logarithmic contributions from
scales between the scalar mass scale and the top mass [76, 77]. Thus, this partial width has an additional
logarithmic sensitivity to the scalar mass scale. (Note that the one loop decay to a gluon and a bino
does not have the same logarithmic enhancement.) The gluino branching ratio to gluon plus higgsino
has been discussed as a key probe in this region [71]. The parameter space and the possible probes are
summarized in Figure 2. We show an example tree-level and one-loop decay of the gluino in Figure 3.

The following ratio of two- to three-body decays is a clean probe of the scalar mass scale [76]:

�(eg ! g eH0

)

�(eg ! t¯t eH0

)

/ m2

t

m2

eg
log

2

m2

et
m2

t

. (1)

The decay widths here are summed over the two neutral higgsino Ænal states, since they can be di�cult
to distinguish from one another experimentally. For very large values of met, the logarithm becomes
large and resummation is required for accurate predictions [77]. This tends to Øatten out the scalar mass
dependence, but in any case it is a small e�ect for the values of met we are interested in. Note that since
the same particles and couplings appear in the two diagrams, the ratio is relatively insensitive to the
details of the scalar mass spectrum, or to the value of tan�.

2.2 Gluino decays and tan �

Gluino decays to higgsinos have a dependence on tan� due to the appearance of the Yukawa couplings
Yu / 1/ sin� and Yd / 1/ cos�. Thus there are a number of options to measure ratios of decay rates to
measure tan�.
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Figure 4: Gluino branching ratios, plotted as functions of a universal scalar mass scale m0 and tan�. We choose
two benchmark points, both with M3 = 2 TeV: in the top row, M1 = 200 GeV, M2 = 400 GeV, and µ = 800 GeV;
in the bottom row, M1 = 700 GeV, M2 = 1 TeV, and µ = 200 GeV. Because the bb width is very small, we have
multiplied it by 10 to make the green curves visible in the plot.

We can measure the rate of a gluino decay to higgsino relative to the rate to gauginos:

�(eg ! t¯t eH0

)

�(eg ! t¯t eB0

)

,
�(eg ! t¯t eH0

)

�(eg ! t¯tfW 0

)

/ 1

sin

2 �
. (2)

Decays to binos and winos can also help resolve additional parameters, such as the left- and right-handed
stop masses. Note that the dependence on tan� is mild over the range we are interested in and would
need very small systematic uncertainties in e�ciencies at colliders (<5%) to be useful.

The decays to b-quarks and a higgsino have a steeper tan� dependence. In particular, if we can
measure the ratio between two decays to higgsinos, we can obtain

�(eg ! b¯b eH0

)

�(eg ! t¯t eH0

)

/ tan

2 �. (3)

The decay rate in the numerator is very small for the tan� values we are interested in due to the
small b-Yukawa. Another possible measurement is the ratio �(eg ! b¯b eH0

)/�(eg ! g eH0

). This has the
same tan� dependence as above, is a larger ratio, and the events being compared may be more similar
kinematically. The denominator is sensitive to the scalar mass scale, so to measure tan� we have to
separately measure the m

0

dependence as well.
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In Ægure 4, we plot the observable �(t¯t eH0

)/�(g eH0

) (blue) which is sensitive to the scalar mass scale.
We also show tan�-dependent observables �(t¯t eH0

)/�(t¯t eB0

) (red) and �(t¯t eH0

)/�(b¯b eH0

) (green). The
latter has a much steeper dependence on tan�, but is small; hence, the curve has been rescaled by a
factor of 10 to Æt in the plot. All decay rates include resummation e�ects. The latter two observables
(in green and red) are also mildly sensitive to the scalar mass scale due to renormalization group mixing
among the di�erent dimension-six operators.

3 Electroweak observables sensitive to tan �

In addition to gluino branching ratios, the electroweak sector can serve as a probe of tan�. Because we
work in the limit where the heavy higgs bosons are decoupled, we can study characteristics of the light
higgs boson or of the electroweakinos. We will see that some electroweakino branching ratios depend
dramatically on tan�, vanishing when tan� ! 1. Other branching ratios, including h ! ��, are
sensitive to tan� in more subtle ways. Dark matter direct detection can also provide a probe of tan� by
measuring neutralino couplings to the Z and h bosons.

3.1 Blind spot at tan � = 1

A number of observables that are sensitive to tan� can be understood as arising from the “blind spot”
at tan� = 1. The central point is that there is an enhanced parity symmetry at tan� = 1 which restricts
various observables. Hence deviations from tan� = 1 are reØected in deviations from these restrictions.

Higgsinos come from two doublets of equal and opposite hypercharge,

eHu ⌘
 
eH+

u

eH0

u

!
2 2

+1/2, eHd ⌘
 
eH0

d

eH�
d

!
2 2�1/2. (4)

It is useful to deÆne the basis eH0

±,

eH0

± =

1p
2

⇣
eH0

u ± eH0

d

⌘
. (5)

The µ term gives rise to a Dirac mass which may be thought of as equal and opposite Majorana masses
for eH0

+

and eH0

�. Mixing with the bino and wino splits the two Majorana mass eigenstates, but they
remain approximately eH0

±.
Expanding out the kinetic terms, we Ænd that the Z boson coupling to the neutral higgsinos is

o�-diagonal in the eH0

± basis:

i eH†
u�

µDµ
eHu + i eH†

d�
µDµ

eHd � g

2 cos ✓W
Zµ

⇣
eH0†
u �µ eH0

u � eH0†
d �µ eH0

d

⌘

=

g

2 cos ✓W
Zµ

⇣
eH0†
+

�µ eH0

� +

eH0†
� �µ eH0

+

⌘
. (6)

The supersymmetric counterparts to these terms are the gauge-Yukawa couplings involving neutralinos,

L � 1p
2

⇣
gfW 0 � g0 eB0

⌘⇣
H0†

u
eH0

u �H0†
d
eH0

d

⌘
+ h.c.

! cos�

2

p
2

(v + h)
⇣
gfW 0 � g0 eB0

⌘ h
(1� tan�) eH0

+

� (1 + tan�) eH0

�

i
+ h.c., (7)
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where we have used the replacement

H0

u ! 1p
2

(v + h) sin�, H0

d ! 1p
2

(v + h) cos�, (8)

which applies in the decoupling limit when all the other scalars are heavy. We see that at tan� = 1,
eH0

+

does not couple to the higgs or mix with the bino or the wino. This is a consequence of a parity
symmetry under which eH0

+

and the Z boson are odd, but all other neutralinos and the higgs are even.
The absence of mixing also implies that at tan� = 1, eH0

+

is a mass eigenstate.
If a small e�ect splits the two Majorana mass eigenstates slightly, then Z-mediated physical processes

are always o�-diagonal, e.g. collider production e+e� ! eH0

+

eH0

� or direct detection eH0

+

N ! eH0

�N .
Thus, if eH0

+

is the dark matter, Z-mediated direct detection at tree-level is inelastic, suppressing the rate.
Subleading e�ects may lead to a mass eigenbasis not perfectly aligned with eH0

±.
The neutral cascade decays of eB0,fW 0 proceed through the gauge-Yukawa couplings with the higgsi-

nos. Due to conserved parity at tan� = 1, all such decays to or from eH0

+

are accompanied by a Z (using
the mixing of the gaugino with eH0

� and the o�-diagonal Z couping). On the other hand, decays to eH0

�
all produce higgses. Thus, depending on the spectrum, the relative fraction of Z vs. h in the Ænal states
are a diagnostic of deviation from the tan� = 1 limit.

For example, below we will discuss a benchmark spectrum in which higgsinos are the NLSPs and the
LSP is the bino (but could also be a wino, with little change in the physics). In that case, we Ænd that the
number of ZZ+

eB0 eB0 events in eH0

+

eH0

�(⇠ e�0

2

e�0

3

) production has a strong tan� dependence, and hence
can be used for its measurement. An alternative observable arises from fW 0 ! eH0 ! eB0 cascades; in
this case, we Ænd that cascades containing both a Z and an h are suppressed at tan� = 1, where (7)
implies that

�(

fW 0 ! Zh eB0

)

�(

fW 0 ! ZZ eB0

) + �(

fW 0 ! hh eB0

)

/
✓
1� tan�

1 + tan�

◆
2

. (9)

3.2 Higgsino LSPs

In the case of higgsino LSPs, the heavier higgsinos decay promptly to the lightest higgsino mass eigenstate.
Mass splittings within the higgsino multiplet are small, so the decay products from these transitions are
soft and di�cult to detect. The heavier gauginos decay promptly to higgsinos through the supersymmetric
gauge interactions. We can see from (7) that in principle these decays carry tan� information—for
instance, fW 0 ! h eH0

+

turns o� at tan� = 1—but because the di�erent higgsino mass eigenstates are
nearly indistinguishable experimentally, it is di�cult to use this information. On the other hand, if
we can Ænd events (perhaps in cascades starting with wino or gluino pair production) containing the
decay eH0

2

! Z⇤ eH0

1

! `+`� eH0

1

and measure the dilepton mass spectrum, we can measure the higgsino
mass di�erence, which depends on tan�. The leading approximation to the neutral higgsino mass
splitting is tan� independent and scales as m2

Z/M1,2, so the e�ect arises only from a smaller term of
order µm2

Z/M
2

1,2 sin(2�) (see e.g. [78]). There is also a small e�ect of tan� on the fraction of events
containing such a eH0

2

! Z⇤ eH0

1

transition.
We will return to the case of higgsino LSPs below in §3.6, where we will see that complementary

information from dark matter direct detection experiments may help to pin down tan�.

3.3 Higgsinos heavier than gauginos

The tan� sensitivity we have discussed so far is associated with the higgsino sector. If we have a
spectrum with µ > M

2

> M
1

, these results are di�cult to apply, because the higgsino pair production
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cross section is much smaller than the wino production rate. However, it may be possible to measure
tan� through the relative size of fW 0 ! h eB0 and fW 0 ! Z eB0 decays. Integrating out the higgsino, we
Ænd e�ective wino–bino couplings from

L
e↵

� gg0

µ
eBfW iHu · T iHd +

gg0

2µ2

eB�µfW i†
✓
H†

di
$
Dµ�

iHd �H†
ui

$
DµT

iHu

◆
+ h.c. (10)

The Ærst term allows only the decay fW 0 ! h eB; the second, fW 0 ! Z eB. The former decay arises from
an operator containing both Hu and Hd and so is suppressed at large tan�. In the limit µ � M

2

� mh

at Æxed M
1

/M
2

, the ratio of decay widths is

�(

fW 0 ! h eB0

)

�(

fW 0 ! Z eB0

)

⇡ 16 tan

2 �

(1� tan

2 �)2
µ2

M2

2

✓
1 +M

1

/M
2

1�M
1

/M
2

◆
2

. (11)

This could be an interesting observable for tan� measurement. Notice that to make use of it we must
measure the mass scale µ, either through direct production of higgsinos or through gluino decays to
higgsinos. In the case µ > M

1

> M
2

, similar reasoning applies but we do not directly produce binos,
so the eB0 ! fW 0 branching fractions could be measured only if we produce the bino from a heavier
particle like the gluino.

3.4 Higgs boson branching ratios
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Figure 5: E�ect of chargino loops on the h ! �� branching fractions, which can lead to percent-level deviations
from the Standard Model expectation. Left: µ < 0; right: µ > 0. Solid curves: tan� = 2. Dashed orange curves:
tan� = 4.

In the MSSM, higgs boson properties may be modiÆed by a variety of e�ects, including mixing with
the heavy higgs bosons. However, in the split SUSY limit, only the Standard Model-like higgs boson is
light, and most of these e�ects decouple. In this case the leading deviations in higgs properties arise from
loops of electroweakinos [79]. The most detectable of these e�ects is the modiÆcation to the h ! ��
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decay that already arise at one-loop order in the Standard Model. For the decay to two photons, the
modiÆcation of the partial width is readily computed from the low-energy theorem [80,81]:

�(h ! ��)

�(h ! ��)
SM

⇡ 1 +

0.82m2

W sin(2�)

µM
2

�m2

W sin(2�)
. (12)

The deviation is largest at small values of tan�. Since |µM
2

| > m2

W sin(2�), the sign of the deviation
depends on that of µM

2

: Æxing M
2

to be positive, when µ is positive, �(h ! ��) is enhanced due
to a constructive interference between the electroweakino loop and the Standard Model W loop; when
µ is negative, �(h ! ��) is reduced due to a destructive interference. Thus measuring a deviation
in the h�� branching fraction not only gives us a clue about tan� but also the sign of µ. We have
illustrated this e�ect in Figure 5. The e�ect is small: only a 2% increase (decrease) in the branching ratio
in the optimistic case tan� ⇡ 2 for the point |µ| ⇡ M

2

⇡ 500 GeV. The expected precision of the
h�� coupling measurement at future e+e� colliders will not be sensitive to such small deviations: for
example, FCC-ee would achieve about a 1.5% measurement of the coupling (and thus a 3% sensitivity to
the branching fraction) [82]. However, hadron colliders o�er a unique opportunity to measure the ratio
of photon and Z branching fractions [83, 84]. Systematic uncertainties that plague the measurement
of individual couplings, for instance in luminosity or parton distribution functions, cancel in the ratio
�(h ! ��)/�(h ! ZZ⇤

). At FCC-hh, the very large luminosity and higgs production rates could
o�er the possibility of sub-percent-level statistical uncertainties on such ratios, even when making an
additional selection cut on the higgs pT to boost the signal-to-background ratio [10]. It remains to be
seen how well systematics could be controlled, but there is at least the prospect that precision higgs
measurements could allow us to indirectly infer the value of tan�, at least in a portion of the (M

2

, µ)
plane. Lastly, �(h ! Z�) could also be modiÆed by a light electroweakino loop in a similar way. Yet it
is more di�cult to measure the Z� branching fraction precisely and we will not pursue it here.

3.5 Charged wino lifetime

The charged and neutral wino states are nearly degenerate; when the wino is the LSP, we can exploit
this degeneracy for a lifetime measurement. The tree-level splitting between charged and neutral winos
is approximately given by [85]

�mtree

fW ⇡ m4

W sin

2

(2�)

(M
1

�M
2

)µ2

tan

2 ✓W + 2

m4

WM
2

sin(2�)

(M
1

�M
2

)µ3

tan

2 ✓W +

m4

WM
2

2µ4

+ . . . (13)

Notice that the Ærst two terms vanish as tan� ! 1, while the third term remains Ænite—but goes to zero
more quickly when the higgsino is decoupled. This third, M

1

-independent piece of the mass splitting
in (13) arises from a dimension-six kinetic correction / 1

µ2 i✏ijk(h
†�ih)fW j†�µDµ

fW k generated by inte-
grating out the higgsinos. At leading order this gives equal and opposite wavefunction renormalization
corrections to fW+ and fW�, leading to no shift in the chargino mass, but at second order it gives a mass
shift proportional to 1/µ4. The M

1

-dependent mass di�erences arise from higher dimension operators
like (h†�ih)(h†�jh)fW ifW j . Beyond these tree-level e�ects, there is a loop correction even in the pure
wino case,

�mloop

fW
⇡ ↵mW

2(1 + cos ✓W )

⇡ 165 MeV, (14)

which is known to two-loop order [86]. For a given point in parameter space, we compute the tree-level
mass splitting by diagonalizing the full mass matrices, then add the loop correction, and Ænally infer the
lifetime from formulas in ref. [86].
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Figure 6: Dependence of the charged wino lifetime on tan� in a scenario with mostly-wino LSP. We take M1 =

3M2, as in AMSB, and Æx M2 = 300 GeV. We have plotted three di�erent choices of µ. The lifetime is typically
in the range of 0.1 ns, but varies by an order one amount as tan� varies.

These small mass splittings lead to a “disappearing track” signal at colliders, due to the relatively
long lifetime of the charged wino [87–89], which has already led to nontrivial constraints on winos at
the LHC [90, 91]. When we consider not just pure winos but the full (M

1

,M
2

, µ, tan�) electroweakino
parameter space, this constraint is stronger at large tan�, due to the smaller tree-level splitting (13).
Further details of the current experimental status, reinterpreted in the case of winos mixing with higgsinos
and binos, may be found in [92, 93]. We have illustrated the tan� dependence of the lifetime in Fig. 8.
Increasing tan� from 2 to 4 increases the charged wino lifetime by 30% to 40%. For the limit of very
pure winos for which the loop-induced splitting (14) dominates, it is known that a future hadron collider
could discover winos via their disappearing track signature over a large part of parameter space [19]. To
use the signal as a tan� probe, we must work away from the pure wino limit, where µ is not too large.
The higgsino and bino masses must be measured (either in electroweak production or in gluino cascade
decays), and a chargino lifetime in the centimeter range must be measured precisely. This is a well-
motivated and interesting challenge for studies of the tracking capabilities of future hadron colliders.
The disappearing tracks may also be searched for in gluino decays [94], which give the chargino an
additional boost and hence a longer lifetime, perhaps making the signal more tractable.

3.6 Dark matter direct detection

In the case that electroweakinos are a mixture of higgsino and gaugino, they may be directly detected
from searches for nuclear recoils mediated by higgs bosons and Z bosons. The lightest neutralino’s
couplings to the higgs and Z take the form


1

2

ch��h��+ h.c.

�
+ cZ���

†�µ�Zµ, (15)
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where [95,96]

c⇤h�� = (N
13

sin↵+N
14

cos↵)(gN
12

� g0N
11

)

⇡ gmW (1 + sign(µ) sin(2�))

2


1

M
2

� |µ| +
tan

2 ✓W
M

1

� |µ|

�
, (16)

cZ�� =

g

2 cos ✓W

�
|N

14

|2 � |N
13

|2
�

⇡ gm2

W

4|µ| cos ✓W
cos(2�)


1

M
2

� |µ| +
tan

2 ✓W
M

1

� |µ|

�
. (17)

and we have provided approximations valid in the limit M
1,2 � |µ| > 0. Scattering through the

higgs relies on the higgs–higgsino–gaugino vertices, and so requires mixing of the higgsino with the
bino or wino. Scattering with the Z proceeds entirely through higgsino components; however, in the
pure higgsino limit, the mass eigenstates are eH0

±, so cZ�� ! 0. Hence, spin-dependent scattering also
requires mixing with the bino or wino. (These e�ects are also easily understood in terms of the higgsino
e�ective theory arising when the bino and wino are integrated out [97, 98].) As signaled by the factor
of cos(2�) in (17), searches for spin-dependent scattering have a “blind spot” at tan� = 1, where again
the eigenstates are eH0

± [99, 100]. Hence, spin-independent and spin-dependent dark matter scattering
probe similar underlying physics, but the relative rate of spin-dependent scattering can serve as a probe
of tan�.

When µ > 0, the light higgsino mass eigenstate is approximately eH0

�, which couples to the higgs
boson even when tan� = 1. On the other hand, when µ < 0, the light higgsino mass eigenstate is
approximately eH0

+

, which does not couple to the higgs when tan� ! 1. For this reason, the spin-
independent scattering rate is much smaller for negative values of µ than for positive ones.

Based on these couplings, the expected scattering rate of dark matter on a nucleon is

�
SI

= |ch��|2 ⇥ (5.3⇥ 10

�43

cm

2

),

�
SD,p = |cZ��|2 ⇥ (2.9⇥ 10

�37

cm

2

),

�
SD,n = |cZ��|2 ⇥ (2.2⇥ 10

�37

cm

2

). (18)

We have taken these results from [101] (adjusting factors of 2 for conventions), which uses a recent
averaging of nuclear matrix element determinations from [102]. The higgs-dependent scattering rate has
a ⇠ 10% theoretical uncertainty from our limited knowledge of the matrix element hN |ss̄|Ni where |Ni
is a nucleon state, but this uncertainty can be reduced in the future by further lattice QCD calculations.

Although the scattering cross sections �
SI,SD are individually tan�-dependent, they are not directly

measurable. The local density of dark matter is known only to ⇠ 30% accuracy (see e.g. [103]); even
if this improves in the future, we will not necessarily know that the dark matter particle detected in an
experiment makes up all of the local dark matter density. Hence, the ratio �

SD

/�
SI

is a more useful
analyzer of tan�, since astrophysical uncertainties cancel in this ratio.

The relationship between the expected size of spin-dependent and spin-independent signals for neu-
tralino dark matter has been discussed extensively in [99]. Currently some of the strongest constraints
on spin-independent scattering come from LUX [104] and PandaX-II [105]; for spin-dependent scattering,
from IceCube (in the case of protons) [106] and PandaX-II (in the case of neutrons) [107].* For a WIMP
mass of 200 GeV, the current bounds are roughly �

SI

. 3 ⇥ 10

�46

cm

2 and �
SD

. 10

�40

cm

2. From
(18) we see that these probe roughly similar values of ch�� and cZ��, but our theoretical expectation is

*Since the Ærst preprint version of this paper, a new result from Xenon1T has improved the limits on spin-independent
scattering [108], while LUX has improved the limit on spin-dependent neutron couplings [109]. These results do not qualitatively
change our discussion.
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Figure 7: Contours of the ratio of the spin-dependent scattering cross section on protons, �SD,p, to the spin-
independent scattering cross section �SI in the (µ,M2) plane with the choice M1 = 3M2 (as in AMSB). At left,
µ < 0; at right, µ > 0. Spin-independent scattering rates are larger when µ is positive. The dashed contours
are for tan� = 4 and the solid contours for tan� = 2. We see that typically the spin-dependent cross section is
several thousand times the spin-independent one.
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Figure 8: The tan� dependence of the cross-section ratio �SD,p/�SI for a point in parameter space (M1 = 700

GeV, M2 = 1000 GeV, |µ| = 200 GeV). At left, µ < 0; at right, µ > 0. When µ > 0, the ratio increases by a factor
of 3.2 as tan� increases from 2 to 4.

that cZ�� is typically smaller (at least for µ > 0). We have illustrated the expected relative size �
SD,p/�SI

in Fig. 7, and the tan� dependence of this ratio in Fig. 8 for a particular choice of masses. In the latter
plot we see that when µ > 0, typically the spin-dependent cross section is larger by a factor of ⇠ 10

3 at
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low tan� and ⇠ 10

4 at large tan�. When µ < 0, the spin-dependent scattering rate is larger by ⇠ 10

5,
and increasingly large relative to the spin-independent rate as tan� ! 1.

The spin-dependent to spin-independent cross section ratio may be a powerful probe of tan�, but
this requires some optimism. We can hope for a spin-independent signal in a near future experiment,
at the ⇠ 10

�46

cm

2 level. (This may occur at a point in parameter space for which �
SI

itself is larger,
but the neutralino constitutes only a fraction of the dark matter, so that the e�ective �

SI

inferred from
the experiment is smaller.) Then spin-dependent tests must probe small cross sections of order 10�43

to 10

�42

cm

2 in order to measure (or at least put an informative upper bound on) the ratio �
SD

/�
SI

.
For instance, at the point in parameter space shown in the right panel of Fig. 8, which at tan� = 4

has �
SI

⇡ 2.5 ⇥ 10

�46

cm

2, a measurement of a ratio �
SD,p/�SI = (10 ± 1) ⇥ 10

3 would determine
tan� = 3.7 ± 0.3. The Snowmass working group report on direct detection suggests that bounds
of �

SD

. few ⇥ 10

�42

cm

2 may be achieved by LZ and PICO250 [110], but does not forecast any
improvements beyond this. We would argue that a positive signal consistent with spin-independent
scattering in future direct detection experiments would strongly motivate an intense e�ort to achieve
another order of magnitude or two improvement in spin-dependent scattering in order to measure the
ratio |cZ��/ch��| and hence, in the MSSM context, tan�.

Kinematic measurements at a collider can tell us M
1

, M
2

, and |µ|, but are less sensitive to the sign
of µ. However, notice from Fig. 8 that the range of ratios �

SD,p/�SI for positive and negative µ do not
overlap. This means that a measurement of the spin-dependent to spin-independent scattering rate can
simultaneously be used to measure tan� and sign(µ). However, �

SI

is so small when µ < 0 that a
successful measurement of this ratio may be much more challenging.

4 A 100 TeV collider case study with M
2

> |µ| > M
1

We will present collider studies for a proton–proton collider operating at
p
s = 100 TeV measuring m

0

and tan� for a benchmark model with the following parameters for the gaugino and higgsino sector:

M
3

= 2 TeV, M
2

= 800 GeV, M
1

= 200 GeV, and µ = 400 GeV. (19)

In this case, the bino is the LSP. The second and third heavier neutralinos, e�0

2

and e�0

3

, are the higgsinos,
while the heaviest neutralino is the wino. Among the two neutral higgsinos, e�0

3

decays dominantly to Z
bosons and LSPs while e�0

2

goes dominantly to higgses and LSPs.
This benchmark point, with 2 TeV gluino, is near the edge of the region currently excluded by the

LHC. For this benchmark about half the gluino decays are to higgsinos, e.g. eg ! tt eH0 and eg ! tb eH�,
while a variety of di�erent decays to winos and binos make up the remaining branching fraction. Collider
searches assuming that both gluinos decay 100% of the time to tt eH0 have excluded gluino masses up to
about 1.95 TeV [111,112]. Applying the proper branching fractions will weaken this limit; doing a combined
Æt including searches in other channels might recover some of the reach, but in any case, our benchmark
point should sit slightly outside the current LHC exclusion. The physics for heavier gluino masses will
be similar, with smaller rates—we o�er some further remarks on this in §5. The electroweakinos in our
benchmark point are still well outside the region excluded by LHC electroweak searches.

There are two sources of background: Standard Model backgrounds, which can mostly be removed
by hard cuts on missing pT and HT ; and SUSY backgrounds, i.e. confusion among di�erent decay
modes. In simulating signal events we use Pythia [113] supplied with a decay table computed by SUSY-
HIT [114] and modiÆed to include gluino decays as computed in [77] (which includes the resummation of
the radiative corrections). In studies of Standard Model backgrounds, we have also used MadGraph [115],
MadSpin [116], and MLM matching [117]. We use leading order simulations (but including matching of
one or two extra jets where appropriate) and rescale the cross sections reported by MadGraph and Pythia
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to match the most accurate NLO or NNLO results in [8, 10, 11, 40] for a given process. Jets are clustered
using FastJet [118, 119] and the anti-kt algorithm [120].

Studies of future hadron colliders are still at an early stage, so basic questions about what rapidity
cuts, trigger thresholds, identiÆcation e�ciencies, or energy resolutions to consider are still open. Hence
we forego detector simulation and make some simple pragmatic choices. Early studies of 100 TeV
colliders have made a case for having a signiÆcantly extended pseudorapidity coverage relative to the
LHC [8, 10]. This is readily understood: in a process with partonic center-of-mass energy E, the largest
accessible rapidities for particles of mass m . E are ⇠ log(E/m). Rapidity distributions will be fairly
Øat up to this point. Increasing E by an order of magnitude raises the maximum accessible rapidities
by roughly 2. This is borne out by a number of plots of Standard Model processes in [8]. Hence we
assume that the design of a detector for future hadron colliders will have an extended pseudorapidity
coverage compared to the LHC, in order to not sacriÆce e�ciency and hermeticity for Standard Model
measurements. To that end, we assume e�cient object identiÆcation in the ranges

|⌘
jet

|  5,

|⌘
lepton

|  3.5. (20)

We also require the leptons to have pT > 10 GeV. In addition, the total sum of pT of all the charged
tracks within a cone of radius 0.3 around the lepton have to be smaller than 15% of the lepton’s pT .

4.1 Measuring m
0

When we vary the scalar mass m
0

from 30 TeV to 1000 TeV, the two body branching fraction Br(eg !
e�0

3

g) increases from 1% to 2.4%, due to the logarithmic sensitivity discussed in §2.1. Below we will present
a simple set of cuts that could give us a sample with a considerable fraction of events with at least one
two-body decaying gluino, which allows us to measure m

0

.
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Figure 9: Stacked number of events passing our cuts at 3 ab�1 for the signal and background as a function of m0.
We deÆne the signal as events with at least one two-body decaying gluino. Events with two three-body decaying
gluinos are SUSY backgrounds. The SM background mainly consists of ZZ + jets and t¯t+ Z production. We use
NLO production cross sections for the signal [11] and background [8].
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Figure 10: Inference of the scalar mass scale m0 from the measurement of the rate of 2-body decays eg ! g eH0.
The parameters are M3 = 2 TeV, µ = 400 GeV, M1 = 200 GeV, and M2 = 800 GeV. The orange band represents
1� statistical uncertainty with 3 ab�1 of data (left), 10 ab�1 of data (middle) and 30 ab�1 of data (right), while the
grey band corresponds to a 3% systematic uncertainty on cut e�ciencies times cross section times luminosity.

The set of cuts we adopt are:

HT > 2 TeV, pmissing

T > 1 TeV, pT (j1) > 1 TeV, (21)

N
jet

< 5, one leptonic Z (80 GeV < m`` < 100 GeV), (22)

mj1Z > m
all other jets

, M ``
T2

> 80 GeV. (23)

The jets are clustered with R = 0.6 and required to satisfy |⌘| < 3.5 and pT > 100 GeV. HT is the scalar
sum of the jet pT . j1 denotes the hardest (i.e. highest pT ) jet. Since e�0

3

from the gluino two-body decays
subsequently decays to Z plus LSP, we require that there are at least two leptons in the event with one
opposite-sign same-Øavor pair reconstructing a Z boson. Events with at least one two-body decaying
gluino tend to have fewer jets and a larger invariant mass of the leading jet and the Z boson compared to
events in which both gluinos decay through three-body processes. These features are reØected by the cuts
on the number of jets and on the ratio between the invariant mass of the leading jet and Z and that of all
the other jets. Standard Model backgrounds in which missing energy arises dominantly from neutrinos
in W+W� or tt decays can be rejected by the subsystem MT2

variable built out of the two leptons and
missing pT [121], which we denote M ``

T2

. This “dileptonic MT2

” variable generalizes the original inclusive
MT2

[122] and has been discussed as a useful tt rejector in SUSY searches in [123,124]. We calculate M ``
T2

using the code distributed with [125].
With these cuts, we found that for events with at least one eg ! e�0

3

g, the e�ciency of the cuts (the
fraction of events that passes cuts) is 3.6 ⇥ 10

�4. For events with one eg ! e�0

2

g (and one gluino three-
body decay), the e�ciency is 6.5⇥ 10

�5. These two classes of events are counted as signals. The SUSY
background comes from events with two gluino three-body decays and has an e�ciency 7.8⇥10

�5. Given
these e�ciencies, for 3 ab�1 luminosity, there are ⇠ 1600 SUSY background events as well as about 860
Standard Model events. The dominant Standard Model background is Z(! `+`�) + Z(! ⌫⌫̄) + jets,
which contributes about 560 events, while t¯t+ Z(! `+`�) contributes about 300 events. The t¯t+ jets

background is negligible in comparison, though prior to the M ``
T2

cut it was dominant. The number of
SUSY signal events varies from 175 at tan� = 4 to 450 at tan� = 2. The number of events passing cuts
as a function of m

0

is presented in Fig. 9.
The estimated performance of a simple cut-and-count analysis is presented in Figure 10. The orange

band shows that statistical uncertainty alone can be quite small. The gray band represents an additional
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Figure 11: Stacked number of events passing our cuts at 3 ab�1 for the signal and background for di�erent values
of tan�. We deÆne the signal as (�̃0

2 ! Z�̃0
1)(�̃

0
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1). All other neutralino cascades are considered to be a
part of the SUSY background. The SM background mainly consists of ZZZ production. We use NLO production
cross sections for the signal (Prospino 2 [40]) and background [8].

3% systematic uncertainty in the event rate. This corresponds to about a factor of ⇠ 5 uncertainty in the
scalar mass scale, bracketing L to the range 8.1�180 TeV and H to 204�4620 TeV. It seems likely a
multivariate analysis will outperform our simple cuts, reducing our sensitivity to systematic uncertainties.

4.2 Measuring tan �

For the benchmark point, we scan over tan� values in the range (2.0,4.0). This range is of interest because
it corresponds, assuming a 125 GeV higgs boson, to the theoretically motivated range of scalar masses
discussed in the introduction, as well as to the range of scalar masses where the one-loop gluino decay
is the relevant experimental probe. The analysis to extract tan� relies on higgsino pair production and
subsequent decay to bino in addition to a Z or a higgs, which is tan� dependent for reasons discussed
in §3.1.

The basic signal is a pair of Z-bosons in addition to pmissing

T . The event selection is as follows,

1. Two pairs of opposite sign same Øavor leptons, with |m`` �mZ | < 10GeV.

2. pmissing

T > 150GeV.

3. Scalar sum of pT of all visible particles < 600GeV.

For this analysis, jets are clustered using the anti-kt algorithm, using a jet radius of R = 0.4, and
are required to have |⌘| < 5. The third cut is employed to reduce SUSY background from neutral and
charged wino, as well as gluino, production.

The dominant SM background arises from ZZZ production. There is a potential background from
hZ production, but it has negligible e�ciency for our analysis. We use the NLO SM cross sections
reported in [8]. We used Prospino 2 to calculate the NLO cross sections for electroweakino pair produc-
tion [40]. The total number of events passing for each case is shown in Figure 11.

The e�ciency for the SM background pp ! ZZZ ! (`+`�)2⌫⌫ is 0.046, resulting in 87 SM
background events passing all cuts. The e�ciency for the signal pp ! e�0

2

e�0

3

! (Z ! `+`�)2e�0

1

e�0

1

is
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Figure 12: Inference of tan� from the measurement of eH0 ! Z eB decays. The parameters are M3 = 2 TeV,
M1 = 200 GeV, M2 = 800 GeV, µ = 400 GeV. The orange shaded band represents 1� statistical uncertainty
and the gray region additionally includes a 3% systematic uncertainty. We show results for luminosity values
L = 3, 10, 30 ab

�1.

0.15, which translates into 11–37 events over the tan� range. There are a number of di�erent channels
contributing to the SUSY background, together yielding 41–51 events. For these numbers above we have
assumed a luminosity L = 3 ab

�1. The inferred value of tan� as a function of the Monte Carlo truth is
shown in Figure 12.

4.3 The origin of the higgs mass

We use our results from sections 4.1 and 4.2 and overlay them with the higgs mass contours in the MSSM
in Ægure 13. We see that with our simple analysis it is indeed possible to distinguish the four benchmark
points ( L,H , L,H ) at ⇠ 2� level. It is interesting that even within the MSSM we can distinguish
between the higher and lower scalar mass scales, which can give us additional information about SUSY
breaking.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

The discovery of the higgs boson and the measurement of its mass at the LHC provide qualitatively
new information about the Standard Model. The mass mh = 125 GeV is intriguingly close to the range
below mZ predicted in the minimal supersymmetric model, with the di�erence arising from quantum
corrections to the higgs quartic. Future colliders will have the potential to test if the origin of the
higgs mass is indeed from such quantum corrections. This can be a powerful test of the MSSM, and
if the stop quantum corrections are not by themselves responsible for the higgs mass, then it would
point towards an extended model like the NMSSM (which involves a new singlet superÆeld) or new
U(1) gauge symmetries (which can provide new D-term contributions). These theories might also come
with additional correlated signatures from these additional particles. Even in the split SUSY limit, these
modiÆed theories will contain new light fermions.

In this work we have constructed a list of observables which have the potential to measure the
parameters m

0

and tan�. We focused on a theoretically motivated but experimentally challenging part
of parameter space, where only the gauginos and higgsinos are light enough to be produced and the
scalar superpartners are in the mass range 30–1000 TeV, too heavy to be directly accessible to a 100 TeV
collider. The tan� values were correspondingly chosen to be between 2 and 4.

Further, we picked a speciÆc benchmark spectrum and performed a detailed collider study. Loop-
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�1.

mediated two-body gluino decays can be used to measure the scalar mass scale within a factor of 5 (at 3
ab�1 assuming 3% systematic uncertainty). Pair production of higgsino-like NLSP states with subsequent
decay to LSPs and a pair of Z bosons can help measure tan� within ±0.8 with the same assumptions as
above. We showed that a combination of these observables indeed have the potential to test the MSSM
origin of the higgs mass.

Since we have only considered a particular benchmark spectrum, it is natural to ask how our results
might extrapolate to other spectra. In Figure 14, we show the total expected event rate for two signals:
gluino pair production with a one-loop decay and higgsino pair production with two Z bosons among the
decay products. Cross sections fall rapidly with increasing superpartner mass. The one-loop eg ! g eH0

branching fraction also declines with gluino mass. As a result, for a gluino mass of 3 TeV the number of
signal events in 30 ab�1 is already smaller than that in just 3 ab�1 for a 2 TeV gluino. Very heavy gluinos,
near 10 TeV, might be discoverable by a 100 TeV collider but precision study of their branching fractions
will not be possible. On the other hand, we expect that as superpartner masses increase, the signals
become kinematically more distinct from SM backgrounds and so we can achieve larger e�ciencies, so it
might be that gluinos that are modestly heavier than 3 TeV still allow studies of the type we have outlined.
Heavier superpartners also give rise to more boosted decay products. Our higgsino studies relied on the
rare Z ! `+`� decay, but as we go to higher masses (for instance, higgsino masses approaching 1
TeV) we can Ænd increasingly boosted bosons, which can open up new strategies relying on identifying
hadronic decays of boosted Z (or h) bosons. There is a promising and rich phenomenology involved for
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1
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2 , in which both higgsinos decay to Z +
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we have Æxed M2 = 1.5 TeV (rather than 800 GeV as in our benchmark) so that we remain in the higgsino NLSP
regime throughout.

answering our question of the origin of the higgs mass over a larger parameter space.
We intend our analysis to be a Ærst proof of principle, and a number of improvements can be easily

imagined. As we have just explained, a wider swath of SUSY parameter space could be explored. While
we have focused on very clean leptonic channels (at the cost of reducing the signal strength due to small
branching ratios), it is plausible that using top- and W,Z-tagging will increase sensitivity to the signals.
In addition, our simple cut and count based analyses could certainly be improved by multivariate analysis
and even more sophisticated tools, e.g., from deep learning. Another interesting future direction is to
assess the impact of di�erent collider energies and luminosities on how well we can test the origin of the
higgs mass within the MSSM. To fairly compare the reach, we should standardize an analysis procedure
that works across energies, rather than choosing cuts by hand; multivariate analyses trained in the same
way on di�erent input data may lend themselves well to this. The interplay with other future experiments
is another important avenue to understand better. We have sketched how dark matter direct detection
experiments could provide one such important source of complementary information. In order to make
use of direct detection, it is important to further improve the prospects for measuring spin-dependent
scattering at low cross sections.

Our study has served as one example of how investigating a particular physical mechanism, rather
than pure discovery reach for particles, can lead to speciÆc targets for colliders. Further studies aimed at
a variety of mechanisms will help to inform the design of future collider experiments.
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